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ABSTRACT This paper proposes an Image Contrast Enhancement (ICE) method based on using an
Improved Chicken Swarm Optimization (ICSO) algorithm to enhance images while at the same time
preventing over-enhancement. In the optimization process, a new practical objective function is employed
to reach three main goals, preserving the main details, generating an image with a uniform histogram,
and reducing the spikes in the modified histogram. In the proposed approach, the RGB color channels are
optimized individually. The performance of the proposed method is suitable for enhancing the contrast of
low- and high-contrast images. A subjective experiment is designed to visually evaluate and compare the
results with other ICE methods. The simulation results on the CSIQ, TID2013, and SEID datasets show that
the proposed method outperforms numerous traditional and state-of-the-art ICE techniques both subjectively
and objectively. The most important advantage of the newly proposed technique is that there is an agreement
among observers on when over-enhancement occurs regardless of whether the Initial processed image was
of low or high contrast.

INDEX TERMS
Contrast enhancement, image quality assessment, over-enhancement.

I. INTRODUCTION
The contrast and brightness of an image are two distinct and
objective factors used in image enhancement. Enhancement
techniques that focus on contrast can be divided into two
different categories, direct and indirect methods [1]. While
direct methods define a measure of contrast and find a solu-
tion to improve it, indirect methods enhance contrast by
increasing or decreasing the dynamic range of pixel values
or specific regions in the image without defining a measure
of contrast.

Due to its simplicity and efficiency, Histogram Equal-
ization (HE) is a widely used method to enhance image
contrast [2]. The image histogram characterizes the num-
ber of pixels associated with each intensity value in an
image. Simply said, it provides the Probability Distribution
Function (PDF) of intensity values in the image. HE oper-
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ation redistributes intensity values to have a uniform distri-
bution in all brightness values range using the Commuta-
tive Density Function (CDF) derived from the PDF of the
input image. However, HE mostly results in under- or over-
enhancement effects. To address this issue, the Differential
gray-level Histogram Equalization (DHE) method was pro-
posed [3]. This approach separated the histogram recursively
into sub-histograms depending on local minima and then
equalized each sub-histogram within a specific range. DHE
avoids checkerboard and washed-out effects and maintains
the original mean brightness. The DHE method was later
extended to Color Images (DHECI) [4]. The Brightness Pre-
serving Dynamic Histogram Equalization (BPDHE) method
was also proposed as an extension of DHE [5] which first
applies a Gaussian smoothing to the input histogram and then
separates and equalizes sub-histograms and so can enhance
images better than DHE. As a modification of BPDHE,
Brightness Preserving Dynamic Fuzzy Histogram Equal-
ization (BPFDHE) applied the fuzzy histogram calculation
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instead of Gaussian filter for smoothing input histograms.
In terms of reducing computational time and improving
brightness preservation, BPDFHE is a superior method to
BPDHE.

A joint HE-based method has recently been presented to
improve image contrast using information from the neigh-
boring pixels of each pixel [6]. Despite being simple and
taking less time to execute, this method is insufficient to
enhance images that have been extremely distorted with
regard to their contrast. The Adaptive Contrast Enhance-
ment using Compensated Histogram system (ACECH) is
presented based on compensated HE on red, green, and blue
channels separately [7]. In terms of enhancing images with
slightly low contrast, ACECH is satisfactory, but it fails in
terms of enhancing different distortion levels of contrast in
images. Fuzzified Contrast Enhancement for Nearly Invisible
Images (FCENII) is developed to improve perceptually invis-
ible images [8]. Although FCENII is successful at enhanc-
ing invisible images while preserving color information,
it does not provide enough enhancement of image details.
In other research, Naturalness Balance Contrast Enhance-
ment (NBCE) is introduced to improve image contrast using
adaptive gamma with cumulative histogram and median fil-
tering [9]. NBCE retains details successfully, but cannot
remove the hazy layer in extremely low contrast images, and
its enhanced images look under-enhanced.

Other researchers introduced methods which are based
on the clipping of histograms. Among these methods, the
Exposure based Sub-Image Histogram Equalization (ESIHE)
method was developed for the enhancement of images with
low exposure where the image exposure threshold is used
for subdividing the image [10]. ESIHE used the maximizing
entropy while controlling the enhancement rate making it
a better approach for image enhancement. This is partic-
ularly the case when it comes to improving underexposed
images. As a recursive extension of ESIHE, two versions
were proposed [11] which are applied iteratively on an image
to reduce the difference in exposure values between succes-
sive iterations lower than a particular threshold value. The
Dominant Orientation-based Texture Histogram Equalization
(DOTHE) was also proposed to overcome the limitations in
HE methods [12]. By combining linear channel stretching
with histogram averaging, the AVeraging Histogram EQual-
ization approach (AVHEQ) was developed where one-to-one
mappings of the intensity levels are performed [13]. This
approach yields desirable contrast-enhanced images in terms
of brightness conservation, improved global contrast, gradi-
ent sharpness of the object, and information content. In [14]
and [15] the input histogram is divided adaptively into two or
three sub-histograms, and subsequently, each sub-histogram
is clipped and modified using a redistribution parameter, and
finally, each modified sub-histogram is equalized individu-
ally. Such and approach (adaptive division) was also applied
in the case of infrared image enhancement [16].

To address such issues in different HE algorithms,
optimization problems were also formulated to show the
non-linear behavior. The mentioned complex optimization
problems can be effectively solved by Nature-Inspired Opti-
mization Algorithms (NIOAs) using single or multiple
objective functions [17] and different learning methods.
NIOAs such as Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [18], [19],
Cuckoo Search (CS) [20], [21], Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion (PSO) [22], Firefly Algorithm (FA) [23], Wind-Driven
Optimization (WDO) [24], Chicken Swarm Optimization
(CSO) [25], and Moth Swarm Algorithm [26], [27] are
effectively used in image processing. NIOAs have been also
employed in variant applications such as image segmentation,
classification, and compression [28], [29], [30].

In this paper, we focus on the Improved version of CSO
optimization algorithm which we refer to as ICSO [31].
In ICSO, to prevent over-enhancement, we introduce spe-
cial object functions with the aim of improving low- and
high-contrast images. CSO is used to solve low-dimensional
optimization problems. When it comes to optimizing
high-dimensional cases there is a good chance that it will
encounter a fall in the local optimum. To overcome this draw-
back, the improved version (ICSO) is used in our proposed
approach. In this paper, our objectives are three-folds:

• First, we introduce a new image enhancement
technique using the ICSO algorithm without any
over-enhancement or under-enhancement in the image.

• Next, we present a new subjective dataset which includes
the subjective evaluation of 21 different observers on
600 images, which are the result of applying the pro-
posed and nine other state-of-the-art image enhancement
techniques on 60 different images with high and low
contrast.

• Finally, after comparing the results of the objective and
subjective evaluations, we investigate the performance
of the existing objective Image Quality Metrics (IQMs)
on enhanced images.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II introduces
advanced brightness and contrast enhancement techniques
using ICSO.We introduce the new image dataset and analyze
the subjective scores in Section III. Finally, a conclusion of
the work is provided in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED APPROACH
Although conventional HE and its variants have been widely
used to enhance images whose quality has been affected,
by contrast, suchmethodsmostly result in over-enhancement.
In this work, we propose a new method (Figure 1) based on
an optimization algorithm of CSO and its improved from by
defining new object functions which will be able to address
over- and under-enhanced images which would also improve
image brightness and contrast.
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FIGURE 1. The flowchart of the proposed method.

A. CLASSIFICATION OF THE INPUT IMAGE
Although a wide range of image enhancement methods
focused on image contrast have been introduced, they are
mainly focused on low contrast images or proposed to
improve the quality of one type of degraded image [32].
In this study, we aim to introduce a new method to enhance
the quality of both low- and high-contrast images. To achieve
this goal, we first classify the images into two classes and
set the enhancement control parameters based on this classi-
fication. This is done by calculating Lm which is the average
pixel values in the grayscale (Ig(x, y)) version of the color
input image (I(x, y)). An image with low average pixel values
(Lm ≤ 100) is assumed to be underexposed, while an image
with high average pixel values (150 ≤ Lm) is considered
overexposed. The contrast of the image is then calculated by

Cin =
Lmax − Lm
Lmax

. (1)

In eq. (1), Lmax corresponds to the maximum intensity in
Ig. Typically, underexposed images show a low contrast
(Cin < 0.5), while overexposed images show a high contrast
(0.5 < Cin). The details of each step are explained in the
following.

B. HISTOGRAM OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK USING ICSO
The proposed approach is based on enhancing each color
channel in the RGB color space separately. By focusing on
the contrast and brightness of the image, the following steps
in the ICSO algorithm was used on the histogram (h(n))
in each color channel to preserve the details in the image
(Figure 1).

1) INITIALIZATION
The initialization process starts with setting the values of the
optimization parameters as the total number of chickens that
correspond to the total number of initial states (N = 150).
This value would then be divided into the three different
categories, roosters (RN = 23), hens (HN = 105), and
chicks (CN = 22) resulting in a total number of 150. In the
case of the hens, we also have a subcategory called mother
hens (MN = 53) (where MN ⊂ HN ). The minimum
number of optimization iterations to update the categories
elements (G = 10), the minimum number of optimization
iterations (Min = 50) to guarantee receiving a stable state, the
maximum number of optimization iterations (Max = 1000),
and the dimensions of the problem (D = 256) that is related
to the maximum number of brightness values in the image
were specified. In the case of G, a high value would slow
down the algorithm in its path to reach the global optimum,
while a low value could result in the algorithm reaching the
local optimum. Thismakes selecting the initial value assigned
to G a critical matter in the accuracy of the optimization
algorithm. The initialization process is then continued by
population initialization. In fact, in the ICSO algorithm, N
random histograms should be provided to be modified in
consecutive iterations to reach the optimum state and then
select the best one. To speed up the process, we create N
random histograms using the following formula:

h̃i,j(t) = lb+ (ub− lb) · rand · hi,j;

for i = 1, . . . ,N , j = 1, . . . ,D (2)

In eq. (2), lb and ub correspond to the minimum and max-
imum intensity values (here 0 and 255), rand ∈ [0, 1] is
a uniform random number. Therefore, h̃i,j(t) would be an
initialized histogram for the ICSO optimization algorithm.
To speed up the optimization procedure, we use the orig-
inal input histogram for the initial position calculation of
75 chickens (i ≤ 75). For the rest of them, the equalized
input histogram is used (76 ≤ i ≤ 150). The proposed
approach in the initial position of the chickens results in fewer
optimization iterations.

2) OBJECT FUNCTION
In the next step, the histograms [33] should be selected
ordered and based on an objective function. We define a
comprehensive objective function

fi(t) =

∥∥∥h̃i(t) − hi(t)22
∥∥∥ + αr

∥∥∥u − h̃i(t)
∥∥∥2
2

+ ∥Qi∥22 + β

∥∥∥D [
h̃i(t)

∥∥∥ =

]2
2
, (3)

to satisfy our goal (perform image enhancement while at the
same time avoid over-enhancement). Initially, to preserve the
main details of the input image, it is necessary that the mod-
ified histogram (h̃i(t)) should be close to the original input
histogram (hi(t)). Since conventional HE methods focus on
generating an image with a uniform histogram to maximize
the utilization of the dynamic range, the desired histogram
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FIGURE 2. Enhanced versions of an image with low and high contrast
with different values of αl and αh.

needs to be modified as much as possible to reduce residual
u − h̃i(t) which u is a vector in size histogram with uni-
form distribution. Moreover, it would be better to determine
how close each of the initial histograms are to the uniform
histogram (Qi = u − hi(t)). Finally, using an additional
penalty term to measure smoothness can help reduce the
spikes in the modified histogram. The term D

[
h̃i(t)

]
was

used to measure gradients of h̃i(t) using differential operator
D. β is a control parameter of the output histogram smoothing
that can vary in the range of [0,+∞). In our experiments
β = 104 was chossen to apply a higher minimization pres-
sure on the gradient value to provide a smoother histogram.
αr ; r ∈ {l, h} is a control parameter of contrast enhancement
for low and high-contrast input images. In the case of low
contrast images, the best variation range for αl was in the
range [11, 20]. However, in high contrast images, the best
variation range for αh was [1, 10]. Figure 2 demonstrate the
effect of selecting α in enhancement results in the processing
of low and high-contrast images. A increase in the value of
αr results in an increase in the contrast of the image. In the
case of the low contrast input image, when αl < 10 is used,
the output image will be under-enhanced. The input image is
sufficiently enhanced with αl = 13. Finally, due to the use
of 17 ⩽ αl , the output image is over-enhanced. In the case
of the high contrast input image, the modified histogram is
under-enhanced when αh = 3 is used. The input image is
sufficiently enhanced at αh = 7, and the details are preserved.
Eventually, as a result of using 11 ⩽ αh, the output image is
over-enhanced with a loss of details.

3) ORDERING FITNESS
The values of ordering fitness as fitness values are computed
for all N considered histograms. In ICSO, a good fitness
corresponds to a minimal one. By ordering fitness values,
histograms are classified into three classes RN , HN , and CN

(Previously introduced in Section II-B1). So, the best ones
are categorized as roosters followed by hens and chickens
respectively. In fact, there are RN groupswith roosters as their
captain, and hens and chickens are divided between them,
randomly.

4) UPDATING THE POSITION OF THE CHICKENS
Following the organization of chicken (rooster, hen, or chick)
subgroups, the position (or generated histogram bin values) of
all chickens should be updated. That is, [31]: the position of
the roosters

h̃i,j(t + 1) = h̃i,j(t) · (1 + randn(0, σ 2)) (4)

where

σ 2
=

 1, fi(t) ≤ fk (t)

exp(
fk (t) − fi(t)
|fi(t)| + ϵ

), fk (t) < fi(t)
(5)

and randn(0, σ 2) is a Gaussian distribution with a mean of
0 and a standard deviation of σ 2. In eq. (5), ϵ is used to prevent
a denominator of zero in case of small values for |fi(t)|, and
k ̸= i, k ∈ [1,N ] is the index of other roosters that are
randomly selected from the group of roosters. From eq. (4),
it is clear that in the case that fi(t) ≤ fk (t) a larger space is
available to search for the ith roster compared to the case that
fi(t) > fk (t). Next, the positions of the hens are calculated by

h̃i,j(t + 1) = h̃i,j(t) + S1 · rand · (h̃r1,j(t) − h̃i,j(t))

+ S2 · rand · (h̃r2,j(t) − h̃i,j(t)) (6)

where S1 and S2 S1 = exp(
fi(t) − fr1(t)
|fi(t)| + ϵ

)

S2 = exp(fr2(t) − fi(t))
. (7)

In eq. (6), r1 is the rooster index that is the groupmate of the
ith hen, and r2 is the chicken index (rooster or hen) which is
selected at random (r1 ̸= r2). Finally, the positions of the
chicks are

h̃i,j(t + 1) = w · h̃i,j(t) + FL · (h̃m,j(t) − h̃i,j(t))

+ C · (h̃r,j(t) − h̃i,j(t)) (8)

where

w(t) = wmin · (
wmax
wmin

)1/(1+10·t/Max). (9)

In eq. (8) m is the index of the mother hen for the ith chick
and h̃m,j(t) is its corresponding position. The parameter FL
(FL ∈ [0, 2]) indicates that the chick will follow its mother
for food. The parameterC indicates that the chicks learn from
the rooster in the subgroup. In eq. (9), w is the chicks’ self-
learning coefficient. As the number of iterations increases, the
value of w decreases exponentially from 0.9 to 0.4, t is the
number of iterations, and wmin and wmax represent the final
and the initial values of the iterations, respectively. As noted
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in the introduction, when the dimension of the problems is
high, the CSO will fall in a local optimum. This is because in
CSO, chicks learn from their mother hen and their positions
do not depend on their associated rooster. Naturally, if their
mother falls in a local optimum, they will also fall in a local
optimum. To solve this problem, the chick’s position in ICSO
depends on both theirmother hen and rooster, and the learning
factor C and self-learning coefficient are also introduced in
eq. (8).

5) SELECTION OPTIMUM HISTOGRAM
After an update, fitness values are calculated again using
eq. (3) and the minimum fitness value and its correspond-
ing histogram are chosen as the optimized histogram in
iteration t .

6) RECONSTRUCTION OF THE OUTPUT IMAGE
The histogram of the input image in the different color
channels (hk(n), k = {r, g, b}) and its enhanced histograms
(h̃k (n)) are the input and output of each optimization iteration,
respectively. Suppose the input image at iteration t (I(x, y, t)),
contains Np number of pixels where their intensity values
have a range of 0 to L-1. To achieve a mapping function,
the conventional HE is applied to each of the three modified
(optimized) histograms h̃k (n) as follows:

1) Compute the Probability Density Function (PDF),

p(n) =
h̃k (n)
Np

, for n ∈ [0,L − 1]. (10)

from the optimized histograms.
2) Compute the Cumulative distribution Function (CDF),

C(n) =

L−1∑
n=0

p(n). (11)

3) Compute the modified transform function

T(n) =

⌊
(L − 1)C(n) + 0.5

⌋
(12)

that maps the optimized intensity values to the recon-
structed image (F(x, y, t)).

The final enhanced output image is achieved by incorpo-
rating gamma correction. This is to improve the image detail
in dark and bright areas. The gamma-corrected output image
of iteration t is provided by

Io(x, y, t) = F(x, y, t)γ . (13)

The values of gamma γ can change within the range of
[0, 2]. It is suggested in the case of low brightness, gamma
varies between [0, 1], whereas, in the case of high bright-
ness, gamma varies between [1, 2]. Once the resulting output
image has been provided, it is evaluated to determine whether
the stop condition has beenmet. The three-channel red, green,
and blue histograms of the two low and high-contrast input
images and the resulting output images (after 178 iterations
of optimization) are shown in Figure 3.

7) STOPPING CONDITION OF ALGORITHM
After a minimum number of iterations (for example 50),
we have moved from a transient state to the steady state.
By using the optimized histogram, the new image (Io(x, y, t))
is reconstructed after each iteration. Naturally, any iterative
process would need a stop condition which we will introduce
in the following. For one of the stop conditions we use

Rg(t) =
∥G(t)∥22

∥G(t − 1)∥22
(14)

which corresponds to the image gradient ration. In eq. (14),
∥G(t)∥22 corresponds to the second norm of gradient for
Io(x, y, t). We use the changes in Rg(t) as the first stop con-
dition. That is, if the change in Rg(t) is less than one percent
in 50 successive iterations the stop condition is activated. The
second stop condition is based on the entropy of the image

Re(t) =
E(t)

E(t − 1)
. (15)

where E(t) is the entropy of the modified histogram at iter-
ation t . If Re(t) changes by less than 1 percent in 50 succes-
sive iterations, like Rg(t), the second stopping condition is
activated. As the final stop condition we also define a high
number corresponding to the maximum number of iterations
permitted to execute. Figure 4 shows the values of Rg(t) and
Re(t) for the different iterations for the image shown in 3(a).
The figure shows that in the initial iterations, the algorithm is
in a transient state, and as the process continues, it reaches a
stable state (in this case highest possible image quality), thus
the output images have no significant changes and so no need
for more iterations. In most cases, the slopes of the changes
in values Rg(t) and Re(t) are the same, and both would trigger
the stoppage condition.

It is necessary to point out that, in the case that the algo-
rithm does not meet the stopping conditions, if t + 1 is
divisible byG (minimum number of optimization iterations to
update the categories), the next step would be ordering fitness
again to classify all chickens or histograms as roosters, hens,
and chicks in a new order so that the formula for updating the
histograms is also changed based on their categories. In the
case where t + 1 is not divisible by G, the previous process
continues.

It is important to note that the proposed algorithm is based
on the image histogram and therefore results in the stretching
of the histogram making the use of color spaces other than
RGB unsuitable resulting in unconventional colors in the
image. In Figure 5, the effect of the algorithm on only the
value component of the HSV color space in two images is
shown compared to the processing in RGB channels.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Different studies [34] have shown that current image qual-
ity metrics are not able to accurately evaluate the quality
of contrast enhanced images. This is why in this study
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FIGURE 3. Input and output images of optimization iterations. (a)-(d) illustrates a low contrast image and a corresponding enhanced image by the
proposed method, a high contrast image, and a corresponding enhanced image, respectively. (e)-(h) are corresponding histogram of (a)-(d), respectively.

FIGURE 4. Rg(t) and Re(t) values are illustrated in all iterations at
different iterations. The reference image in this case is shown in
Figure 3(a) and the enhanced image is shown in Figure 3(b).

FIGURE 5. The visual results of applying the proposed method on the
original image ((a) and (d))using the HSV ((b) and the RGB ((c) and
(f)) color space.

we put a special focus on running a subjective exper-
iment to evaluate the performance of our approach in
the cases of low- and high-contrast images. The exper-
iment was tested and performed using MatLab R2020a,
which runs on a computer with an Intel Core i7 CPU
with 3.4GHz, and Windows 10 (64-bit, 8 GB of RAM)

FIGURE 6. Two sample images ((a) and (d)) from the SEID dataset [32]
along with their corresponding low- ((b) and (e)) and high-contrast ((c)
and (f)) test images.

installed as its operating system. We compared the perfor-
mance of the proposed approach with nine other state-of-
the-art methods namely, Adaptive Gamma Correction with
Weighting Distribution (AGCWD) [35], Contrast Limited
Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) [36], Dynamic
Piecewise Linear Transformation (DPLT) [37], Exposure
based Sub-Image Histogram Equalization (ESIHE) [10],
Low-Complexity Algorithm for Contrast Enhancement
(LCACE) [38], probabilistic method for image enhance-
ment [39], Automatic and Parameter-Free Piecewise Linear
Transformation (APFPLT) [40], image enhancement with
Semi-Decoupled Decomposition (SDD) [41], and swift algo-
rithm [42]. The nine methods cover a wide range of differ-
ent contrast and brightness enhancement techniques which
are based on histogram, edges, transforms, mathematical
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FIGURE 7. The Distribution of MOS values for each enhancement technique applied on the high- (a) and low-contrast and brightness (b) images. Image
labels in the plot correspond to image names in the SEID dataset [32]. Sample images from the dataset are also shown in the plot.

morphology, and HVS-inspired. In our experiment 30 orig-
inal images from the SEID dataset [32] were selected. The
contrast level of these images were then increased and
decreased significantly resulting in 60 different (30 low- and
30 high-contrast) images. Sample images from the SEID
dataset along with their respective low- and high-contrast
images are shown in Figure 6. Such a dataset will enable
us to evaluate the performance of different methods in the
case of images which are affected by low- and high-contrast
distortions. For this the 10 different methods (nine state-
of-the-art and our proposed method) were applied to the
60 images resulting in a total of 600 test and 30 reference
images. The 600 test images were then shown to the observers
in a random order.

21 observers (eight women and 13 men) with an average
age of 27.8 (maximum age 60, minimum age 19) participated
in our experiment. 15 participants studied or worked in the
field of image processing while the others did not have such
a background. The Ishihara test was used as a pre-screening
tool to exclude observers who were color blind and had
poor visual acuity. Observers’ vision was normal with a
strong or moderate degree of acuity. In the experiments which
were collected on the QuickEval platform [43], observers
were asked to evaluate the quality of the processed image
with respect to the reference image in five categories bad,
poor, fair, good, and excellent. To verify the reliability of
the observers, 30 images that were selected randomly were
repeated. In more than 90% of the cases, the results given
by the observers were repeated. Finally, the Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) value for each image was used to represent
the subjective score for each image. Figures 7(a) and 7(b)
show the average MOS for the 60 images in our dataset for
the different image enhancement techniques. Results show

FIGURE 8. Pearson linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) between
subjective ratings (MOS) and different state-of-the-art IQMs.

that on average, observers rate the images created through
the proposed approach in both high- and low-contrast with
a higher score than other image enhancement techniques.
It should also be pointed out that in the case of the pro-
posed approach, MOS values tend to show a higher degree
of consensus for images with different contents while images
enhanced using other techniques show a dramatic change in
their quality depending on the image they have been applied
on. In addition, most image enhancement techniques perform
better in the case of low contrast and bright images. However,
the proposed algorithm, works well for images that suffer
from high-contrast distortion.

In order to quantitatively evaluate and compare the pro-
posed approach with other methods, different state-of-the-
art IQMs were used to evaluate the quality of the output
image. These metrics include SSIM color [44], Feature SIM-
ilarity for color images (FSIMc) [45], Gradient SIMilarity
(GSIM) [46], Qcolor [47], and the CNN Quality score [48].
Results (Figure 8) show a higher correlation between the
subjective and objective scores for the proposed approach
compared to other state-of-the-art contrast enhanced metrics.
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FIGURE 9. Enhanced images using seven optimization-based algorithms on two sample images with low and high contrast with αh = 6, αl = 11,
γ = 1 and β = 10000 respectively. The enhancement technique used is mentioned above in each column.

TABLE 1. Selection of optimization parameters.

Next, the performance of the proposed method is evaluated
using various NIOAs like ABC, CS, DE, PSO, FA,WDO and
ICSO. In Table 1, the specific parameters for each NIOA are
provided in detail. For all comparisons, the population size is
fixed at 150 (N = 150).
The results of using seven different optimization-based

image enhancement algorithms, including ABC, CS, DE,
PSO, FA, WDO, and ICSO (proposed), are compared. The
enhanced versions of two pairs of low and high contrast
test images from the SEID dataset are shown in Figure 9.
For this experiment, αl , αh, β, and γ are set 11, 6, 10000,
and 1, respectively. In general, in the case of low contrast
images, ICSO, CS, and PSO methods provide enhanced

images superior to the results of ABC, DE, FA, and WDO
methods. Nevertheless, PSO and CS indicate extreme pixel
modifications. Consequently, this leads to excessively dark
and bright values in the pixel intensities. While in the case
of high contrast images, most methods have poor perfor-
mance, but ICSO, ABC, and DE methods perform signifi-
cantly greater outcomes than CS, PSO, FA, and WDO meth-
ods. Next, in Table 2, the average computation time of the
proposed method along with other state-of-the-art methods
in seconds is provided. Although the computational time of
the proposed approach is relatively longer compared to some
other methods, the improvement seen in the quality of the
output image would make the use of the proposed approach
an attractive option.

In another experiment, severely contrast degraded images
belonging to degradation type 17 from the TID2013
dataset [50] (125 images), and 150 images of contrast degra-
dation type from CSIQ dataset [51] were processed by the
proposed algorithm and other methods. For visual evalua-
tion, few such images and their output results are shown
in Figure 10. As can be seen, in most if not all cases
the results of the proposed algorithm are significantly better
compared to other approaches. In some cases methods such
as DHECI [4], DOTHE [52] and FCENI [8] also show a good
performance but this is not consistent among different images
in the dataset. In order to quantitatively evaluate the quality of
the output images different IQMs were used (Table 3). From
the table it is clear that the proposed approach outperforms
the other contrast enhancement techniques in both datasets
and based on different IQMs.
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TABLE 2. Computation time required for each contrast enhancement algorithm in seconds.

FIGURE 10. Visual comparison of different contrast enhancement techniques compared to the proposed approach. The enhancement technique used is
mentioned above each column.

TABLE 3. Mean values of different IQMs calculate for the output image by applying different contrast enhancement techniques on images in the CSIQ
and TID2013 dataset which are affected by a contrast related distortion. The best performance for in each IQM is shown in bold characters.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, we investigated how to enhance the quality
of both low and high contrast images while at the same
time preventing over-enhancement. For this purpose, we used
the improved algorithm of ICSO for optimization.The main
contribution of the work is the definition of the terms in the
criterion function which allows the preserving of the main
details in the input image, similarity of the modified his-
togram in the input histogram, modifies the output histogram
to better correspond to a uniform distribution, and finally

measure the smoothness to reduce the spikes in the modified
histogram with the goal of preventing over enhancement as
well as the definitions of the stopping conditions for the
algorithm. As the algorithm reaches a stable state and the
gradient and entropy of the output image do not change,
the system stops. This method employs three parameters
to control brightness and contrast enhancement levels and
preserve the main details. Through a subjective experiment
and the use of different IQMs, we see a better performance of
the proposed approach compared to other techniques.
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